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Continuous PM Data Correction Mantra:
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Why? Any correction based on daily FRM data is inherently flawed as
we go toward sub-daily PM data metrics... for health standards or AQI



No correction?  
– we’re not quite there yet... but getting closer!
– 2 methods need minimal correction, read more than FRM

FDMS TEOM®:  
The best TEOM yet!  But expensive and complex... 
Still has water issues, cool shelter needs.

Met One BAM 1020:
Simpler, cheaper, noisier; less than robust hardware.
Teflon filter version needs evaluation [CT, NY this winter?]

Both Methods: response that is reasonably independent of
aerosol composition (SVOC, nitrate)



NY-DEC Julian Day correction method for continuous PM2.5 data

Case Study:

NESCAUM has implemented the NY-DEC “Julian Day” correction
approach for use with 2002 MANE-VU haze work

Not perfect, but removes the worst of the bias
Uses JD as surrogate for seasonal meteorology
Almost no cost, no need to change seasonal factors

Simple to implement for real-time use in ESC loggers, as well as
retroactively for archival data sets

Requires collocated FRM (filter) data for a full year (1 in 3 or more)

Example of Method (courtesy Dirk Felton, NYS DEC):
http://bronze.nescaum.org/committees/monitoring/nov03meeting/index.html



IS 52 2002 FRM vs TEOM 50 deg., A=3, B=1.03
No Transform

y = 0.9307x + 1.8501
R2 = 0.8927
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This TEOM without any correction is about 7% low annually with an offset of 
almost two ug/m3.  The positive offset is primarily due to the A and B constants.
If the bias was not seasonal, this site would not need a correction.
            This is one year of data at a site with a FRM that operates daily.



IS 52 2002 Data (FRM-TEOM)
Subtraction of Daily Averages TEOM 50 Deg, A=3, B=1.03, No Transform 
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This graph shows the daily averaged TEOM data subtracted from the FRM data for 
each “Julian Day”.  Note that the difference is higher in the winter.



IS 52 2002 Data (FRM-TEOM)
Subtraction of Daily Averages TEOM 50 Deg, A=3, B=1.03, No Transform 

y = 0.00018x2 - 0.06901x + 3.82799
R2 = 0.36124
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FRM-TEOM Poly. (FRM-TEOM)

An equation can be “fit” to the data.  This equation is a mathematical representation of
the seasonal portion of the bias between the FRM and the TEOM.  
                        Make sure you use at least 6 significant digits 



IS 52 2002 Data (FRM-TEOM)
Subtraction of Daily Averages TEOM 50 Deg, A=3, B=1.03, Curve 

Transformed 
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Calculate the result of the seasonal bias equation for each Julian Day.
Add the result to the TEOM value to get the daily, seasonally adjusted TEOM value.
            Note that there is still a bias but it is now linear. 



IS 52 2002 FRM vs TEOM 50 deg., A=3, B=1.03
Curve Transformed

y = 0.9185x + 1.3068
R2 = 0.9304
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This is what the seasonally adjusted TEOM value looks like when compared 
to the FRM.  Statistically, the bias is actually a little worse than the uncorrected data.
This is misleading because the bias that remains is easily removed by adjusting the 
TEOM value a second time with the regression equation: y = 0.9185x + 1.3068
The inverse of the equation is:       “FRM-like” = 1.09*TEOM – 1.43
 



IS 52 2002 FRM vs TEOM 50 deg., A=3, B=1.03
Curve and Linear Transformed

y = x - 0.0003
R2 = 0.9304
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The results after both the seasonal and the the linear regression calculation show
That there is no bias, no significant offset and an acceptable R2.



What corrections do you use where?  The corrections are most accurate if
they are used at the same locations where they were developed.

New York City Sites, Albany, "Utica" and Newburgh: (Average of IS 52 and PS 219)

Curve: TEOM(a) = TEOM(raw) + (0.00017*(Jday^2)) - (0.066*Jday) + 3.74

Linear: TEOM(b) = (1.11*TEOM(a)) - 1.58

Buffalo & Niagara Falls: (Buffalo weighted X 2)

Curve: TEOM(a) = TEOM(raw) + (.00016*(Jday^2)) - (.057*Jday) + 3.30
Linear: TEOM(b) = (1.08*TEOM(a)) - 1.08

Whiteface

Curve: TEOM(a) = TEOM(raw) + (0.000021*Jday^2) - (0.0094*Jday) - 0.68

Linear: TEOM(b) = (1.075*TEOM(a)) - 0.53

Pinnacle 

Curve: No Equation Needed

Linear: TEOM(b) = (1.052*TEOM(raw)) - 1.72

Rochester

Curve: TEOM(a) = TEOM(raw) + (0.00018*Jday^2) - (0.066*Jday) + 3.94
Linear: TEOM(b) = (1.096*TEOM(a)) - 1.08



TEOM(XT0) = raw TEOM data from datalogger  JDAY = Julian Day 

TEOMA = TEOM data with seasonal bias removed ESC Math Channel #1



TEOMB = Final "FRM like" hourly TEOM data  ESC Math Channel#2

TEOMB = TEOMA data with remaining bias removed



Caveats, problems and fixes:

Make sure your data is uniform on an annual basis if not adequately complete.
(Don’t use the data if you are missing a large portion of a season.)

The seasonal bias curve is higher on January 1 than December 31.
Average Jan 1 and Dec 31. to get a max value for the curve equation 
Use  JDAY(365/2) as the equation min.
Fit a new equation to the three points.

The equation does not work when the FRM is operated 1/3 day.
Develop a seasonal bias equation based on 122 measurements.
Average Jan 1 and Dec 31. to get a max value for the curve equation 
Use  JDAY(365/2) as the equation min. 
Fit a new equation to the three points. (x = 1 to 365)



TEOM and BAM Instrument Configurations

Need reasonable data uniformity across the region[s]

TEOM Configuration Issues:
Several flavors of TEOMs in use [50C, SES, FDMS]
Different PM2.5 inlets – URG cyclone, SCC, VSCC
STP vs Local T/P config confusion: A/S= 99 and 9 for both T and P!
Default TEOM internal correction factors  vs.  none?

Met One BAMs:  heaters must be current hardware (mid-2002)
When in doubt, heat.
For smart heater: Are your internal RH sensors calibrated?
Teflon filter version is likely different...  tbd.



Issues with both methods:

Negative data – truncated or not?
By default, analog output is truncated at 0 µg/m3!
0 concentration is off-scale under-range...  should be invalid.
Both methods can be changed to show negative #s for diagnostic use
Not as important if internal TEOM factors retained

Realtime analog output reporting time lags
1-h for BAM, 1/2-h for FDMS TEOM
BAM has solution; FDMS does not (use digital out)


